Jose “The Goat” Fernandez Crowned First-Ever
BYB 165 Champion with 4th Round KO of JD Burns at
BYB 9 Tampa Brawl
Erin “Steel” Toughill takes out Sonya Drelieng in women’s
supermiddleweight featured bout.
TAMPA, FL (March 13, 2022) – BYB Extreme made its Tampa debut this weekend at the Florida
State Fairgrounds with ten action-packed bareknuckle brawls in BYB's patented mighty Trigon
ring, including a battle of undefeated bare knucklers for the BYB 165 pound belt.
In the main event, Jose “The GOAT” Fernandez lived up to his name and solidified himself on top
of the BYB supermiddleweight division, landing a flurry of punches and scoring a 4th round
knockout of JD “The Berzerker” Burns.
In the co-main event, the experienced and versatile Erin Toughill proved too much for 2015 USA
Women's National Golden Gloves champion Sonya Dreiling. Toughill controlled the fight and
scored the unanimous decision after 5.
Tony Lopez’s experience and reach proved too much for Josh “The Hammer” Burns, as the
combat sport vet took it to his opponent early and often. Though unable to put him away, he
scored an easy unanimous decision. Lopez took the fight on a week’s notice after Burns’ initial
two opponents had to pull out due to medical and personal emergencies.
Rest of the card saw:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seth Shaffer remains undefeated in Trigon, improving to 2-0 with an impressive fourthround KO of Toby “2 Quick” Misech in Misech’s bareknuckle debut.
Chad “The Butcher” Kelly remains undefeated with a third-round KO of Carlos Lopez.
“The People’s Champ” Isaiah Quinones improves to 4-1 overall in bareknuckle, making
quick work of MC 300 (Sandy Lee Elcan).
Sam “Caveman” Liera improves his perfect record to 3-0 with a UD after a 5-round
slugfest against Ryan Jett.
Miranda “She-Hulk” Barber came out firing, knocking down fellow bareknuckle
newcomer Skylar “The Goon” Burns 4 times in the first round before the ref stopped the
match giving Barber a first-round TKO.
Carlos “Mistoca” Alexandre wasted no time improving to 2-1 with a first round TKO over
BKB’s Toby “Wardog” Bindon in the Brit’s US debut.
After exchanging knockdowns in the 4th, Gabriel “Warrior of God” Freyre scored a UD
over Nathen “King Cong” Arriaga in the evening’s opening bout.
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About BYB Extreme Fighting Series
BYB Extreme Fighting Series was established to bring fight fans what they want most,
ACTION! BYB Extreme Bare-Knuckle Brawls is designed to leave decisions to the combatants in
the cage, not the judges. Close combat in BYB's 3-sided Triangle cage, affectionately known as
“The Trigon”, just about guarantees that. No other ring or cage in the world has angles of less
than 90 degrees. With 60-degree angles, "The Trigon' guarantees 180-degrees of
mayhem. BYB Extreme combatants will work to take the action to the center of the cage versus
risking getting caught up in one of 'The Trigon's' tight corners. BYB Extreme Fighting Series is
taking Bareknuckle Brawling into the 21st and even the 22nd centuries, not back to the
1800's. Let's Brawl. For more information visit bybextreme.com, Facebook
@bybextremefightingseries, Twitter, Instagram and YouTube at @bybextreme.
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